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Boy meets boy. Boys fall in love. Boys head to Netflix! 

Boy meets boy. Boys become friends. Boys fall in love. An LGBTQ+ graphic novel about life, 

love, and everything that happens in between - for fans of The Art of Being Normal, Holly 

Bourne and Love, Simon.



Highlights



• ISBN: 9781510202504
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 336

GOLDILOCKS: WANTED DEAD OR ALIVE
Chris Colfer

From #1 New York Times bestselling author Chris Colfer comes a graphic novel in the Land 
of Stories series featuring Goldilocks—as you've never seen her before!

When we first meet her in The Land of Stories: The Wishing Spell, Goldilocks is a beautiful 
and tough-as-nails outlaw. Discover her origin story and more in this brand new, lushly 
illustrated full-color graphic novel, as she takes you on adventures where she may or may 
not break a few laws along the way.

Once upon a time, the kingdoms of the fairy-tale world lived in perfect harmony under the 
guidance of the Happily Ever After Assembly. But not all creatures and territories have 
been invited to this peaceful union. Monsters and criminals have found refuge in the Dwarf 
Forests, a land without rulers or law. When a plot by the Charming brothers is unveiled and 
threatens to push society's unwanted from their homes, the fairy-tale world's harmony and 
Goldilocks' home are put in jeopardy . . .

New and returning fans of the Land of Stories will fall in love with the adventures of 
Goldilocks before she met Alex and Conner Bailey. Fans will recognize familiar characters 
including Porridge, Jack, and Queen Red Riding Hood; and a ragtag team of misfits is 
introduced, including Puss in Boots, Little Miss Muffet, Pinocchio, and more.

https://www.amazon.com/Chris-Colfer/e/B007O2PO80/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
https://www.amazon.com/Jon-Proctor/e/B08S6Y7N82/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_2




• ISBN: 9781444958348 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 272

THE AMAZING EDIE ECKHART
Rosie Jones
Illustrated by Natalie Smillie

A sparky middle-grade series from TV comedian Rosie Jones. Perfect for fans of 
Jacqueline Wilson and DORK DIARIES.

‘Fresh, funny and ultra cool’ – Jacqueline Wilson

Hello! My name is Edie Eckhart and I’m eleven years old. I’m a little bit different. I 
have a disability called cerebral palsy, so I talk slowly and fall over a lot. It’s never 
really bothered me because I’ve never known anything else.

Edie Eckhart is Excited with a capital E to start secondary school with her best 
friend Oscar – the fish to her chips, the bananas to her custard. But when she and 
Oscar are put into different tutor groups on their first day, Edie is devastated. Who 
will play secret hangman with her in class? Who will she eat sausage rolls with?

But while she’s plotting her reunion with Oscar, she accidentally gets cast as the 
lead in the school play. As Edie discovers a passion for performance, she also finds 
new friendships, talents, and dreams. After all, it’s easy to shine on and off the 
stage when you’re Amazing with a capital A.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/rosie-jones-4/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/natalie-smillie/




• ISBN: 9781408366899 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Picture Book
• Extent: 32

THE CHIMPANZEES' HAPPY TREE
Giles Andreae
Illustrated by Guy Parker-Rees

This triumphant, upbeat story, shows how one small action can bring big, positive 
change. From the creators of the international bestseller and much-loved 
classic, Giraffes Can’t Dance.

And as the tree began to blossom,
Just like Chutney said,
The Children both began to feel
The happiness it spread.

Chutney the chimpanzee has a special tree – a happy tree!
Can he plant it in Drabsville and bring hope and joy to a once dreary town?

A colourful, rhyming story about happiness and positivity from the creative-duo 
behind Giraffes Can’t Dance.

Giraffes Can’t Dance has been a much-loved family favourite for over 20 years, and 
has sold over 6 million copies worldwide.

(Adapted from The Chimpanzees of Happy Town, first published in 2006.)

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/giles-andreae/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/guy-parker-rees-2/








Picture Books



• ISBN: 9781408349229 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Picture Book
• Extent: 32

THE WHALE WHO WANTED MORE
Rachel Bright
Illustrated by Jim Field

A stunning undersea tale of friendship, community and discovery from the 
bestselling creators of The Lion Inside.

Under glittering waves of a vast ocean blue, a beautiful world is hidden from view.
And there, in the cool and the quiet of the deep, a great, gentle giant was stirring 
from sleep . . .

Humphrey the whale is on a quest: to find the one perfect object that will make 
him feel complete. He roams far and wide, gathering endless undersea treasure as 
he goes. Yet, no matter how many goodies he accumulates, Humphrey still doesn’t 
feel content. Could it be friendship, not possessions, that will really make 
Humphrey’s heart sing?

A sparkling rhyming tale that encourages sharing and kindness, this heartwarming 
story of friendship is perfect for reading aloud.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/rachel-bright/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/jim-field/








• ISBN: 9781408358313 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Picture Book
• Extent: 32

WHEN THE SUN GOES HOME
Momoko Abe

Everyone knows how a day goes.
The sun rises and shines above us with his glorious smile.
At the end of the day, he disappears over the horizon.
But what people don’t know is what the sun gets up to after he goes home . . .

The sun loves to make people happy. But beneath his glorious smile, he doesn’t always 
feel so shiny. At the end of the day, when the sun goes home, he sometimes feels a little 
lonely.

The sun believes he has no choice but to carry on shining, no matter what … until one 
day, disaster strikes. He finds himself falling from the sky!
Will anyone hear his call and come to help him?

A problem shared is a problem halved in this warm and original bedtime story about 
friendship, emotions and kindness.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/momoko-abe/






• ISBN: 9781408355916 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Picture Book
• Extent: 32

TEN LITTLE UNICORNS
Mike Brownlow
Illustrated by Simon Rickerty

Join ten magical little unicorns for fairy tale fun in this enchanting rhyming 
adventure!

It’s Princess Petal’s birthday, but – oh no! – her cake is nowhere to be seen! Can 
ten brave little unicorns find the missing cake in time for the royal birthday party?

Follow the ten little unicorns as they venture through an enchanted land, meeting 
witches, wizards, dragons and fairies along the way.

Read the bouncy rhyming story and count from ten to one and back again, as the 
little unicorns disappear then reappear. Spot and count the details on each page, 
and join in with the magical read-aloud sounds.

Part traditional counting rhyme, part fun-filled story, Ten Little Unicorns is perfect 
for sharing.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/mike-brownlow/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/simon-rickerty/








Illustrated & Young 
Fiction



• ISBN: 9781444937466 
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 112

RABBIT AND BEAR: A BAD KING IS A SAD THING
Julian Gough
Illustrated by Jim Field

Gorgeously illustrated and with a classic feel, this is a brilliantly funny story of a rabbit 
and a bear … and how to defeat an icebear who wants to be king. Ideal for readers 
moving on from picture books.

‘A perfect animal double-act.’ The Times, Book of the Week

Icebear has arrived in Rabbit and Bear’s valley, and he wants to be king. He’s big and 
scary, and the more kind and understanding the animals are, the meaner he becomes.

Rabbit is confused: Bear has always been able to fix their problems in the past – but 
maybe this time he needs to ask for help from someone else. Does Wolf have the 
answer to the bad king’s demands … or will Rabbit and the other animals find the 
solution within themselves?

From novelist and playwright Julian Gough, and the winner of the Roald Dahl Funny 
Prize, Jim Field, this is a story of friends, enemies, and how to avoid being pooped on by 
an icebear.

‘Rabbit’s Bad Habits is a breath of fresh air in children’s fiction, a laugh-out-loud story 
of rabbit and wolf and bear, of avalanches and snowmen. The sort of story that makes 
you want to send your children to bed early, so you can read it to them.’ Neil Gaiman

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/julian-gough/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/jim-field/




• ISBN: 9781444949643 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 208

PESTS: RETURN OF THE PESTS
Emer Stamp

Watch out – the PESTS are BACK and they’re hairier and scarier than ever! The second 
book in the new laugh-out-loud series from Emer Stamp, award-winning creator of 
the bestselling DIARY OF PIG series. With amazing GLOW IN THE DARK cover.

Stix is the tiny but heroic mouse that could be living behind YOUR washing machine. 
You wouldn’t know it though, because Stix knows how to stay hidden. That’s because 
Stix goes to PESTS – the Peewit Educatorium for Terrible Scoundrels – a school for pests 
in the basement of Peewit Mansions where Stix lives. At PESTS they teach you how to 
run around causing mischief without those pesky humans ever knowing you’re there. 
But now Peewit Mansions has a new landlord, the evil Colin Royale and his pet pooch 
The Duchess, and he wants everyone out – pests included. 

Stix and his pesty friends are going to have to scare them away if they want to save 
their home and school. Sounds like a job for the PESTS …

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/emer-stamp/


• ISBN: 9781510108776 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 224

HORRID HENRY: SCHOOL STINKS
Francesca Simon
Illustrated by Tony Ross

Number One for Fiendish Fun! Join Henry in a bumper edition of mayhem with 
this completely wicked collection of six of his best school stories!

Have a mischievous school year with Horrid Henry! This book contains six 
naughty school stories about a disastrous talent show, a brand new teacher 
and a nudie foodie! Plus loads of fun activities and jokes to keep Horrid Henry 
fans busy.

An irresistible introduction to reading for pleasure – the perfect gift for Horrid 
Henry fans everywhere.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/francesca-simon-2/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/tony-ross-2/




• ISBN: 9781408360095 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 240

MARIE CURIOUS, GIRL GENIUS: UNDERCOVER GAMER
Chris Edison

50% Girl + 50% Genius = 100% Awesome!

A brilliant new series with a heroine who uses her smarts – and her girl squad –
to save the world from evil, one invention at a time.

Marie’s apprenticeship with tech giant Sterling Vance has already been a crazy 
adventure, from saving the world from a deadly computer virus to rescuing a 
global pop star, Marie thought she’d seen it all. But now Marie must face her 
most difficult challenge yet – going undercover!

When Vance invests in a multi-million dollar eSports tournament, Marie and 
her three best friends are sucked into the world of professional gaming. Glitzy 
parties, infinity pools and the latest tech are all at their fingertips but when 
Vance discovers that someone in the tournament is cheating, it’s left to Marie 
to infiltrate the GAME House where all the top gamers live, and find the culprit.

The third installment in the Marie Curious, Girl Genius series sees Marie and 
her brainiac friends travel to Beijing, China!

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/chris-edison/




• ISBN: 9781444955699 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 272

STORM HORSE
Jane Elson

When a mystery horse gallops on to a London housing estate in the middle of a 
storm, it will change four kids’ lives for ever … A heart-warming tale from an 
author celebrated for her honest, heartfelt and inclusive stories. Perfect for fans 
of Carlie Sorosiak and Michael Morpurgo.

For Daniel Margate, life is muddled because everything moves: letters, numbers, 
even classrooms sometimes. Daniel is dyslexic and most of the time, school just 
doesn’t make sense. He’s in the bottom reading group at school with other kids 
who are trying to make sense of it all. There’s Akin who can’t sit still for more than 
two minutes and is almost always getting into trouble, sports star Ste is recovering 
from a car accident that left him learning how to walk again and Molly-May’s 
school uniform never fits and is a regular at the local foodbank.

But when a mystery horse gallops into their lives one stormy evening, it changes 
everything. Desperate to keep him safe they form the Secret Horse Society and 
vow to protect this amazing creature. Inspired by stories of the great racehorse 
Seabiscuit, they name him Jammie Dodger and find they when they work together, 
nothing seems impossible. Even the Big Read Off at school. They just need to keep 
their new horse friend a secret.

How hard can it be to hide a horse, anyway?

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/jane-elson/




• ISBN: 9781444958607 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 240

THE NAUGHTIEST GIRL: NAUGHTIEST GIRL IN THE SCHOOL
Enid Blyton

In this first book in Enid Blyton’s hugely popular series, Elizabeth Allen is sent 
away to boarding school and makes up her mind to be the naughtiest pupil 
there’s ever been.

Follow Elizabeth Allen as she arrives for her first year at boarding school. Elizabeth 
is spoilt and selfish and has made up her mind to be the naughtiest pupil there’s 
ever been!

But at Whyteleaf School, the children make the rules. And Elizabeth soon finds out 
that being bad isn’t as simple as it seems…

Between 1940 and 1952, Enid Blyton wrote four novels about Naughtiest Girl, 
Elizabeth Allen. Books 5-10 are authorised sequels of the series written by Anne 
Digby in 1999.

Bonus material:
A rare, complete serial story about a very special school.
An interview with Enid Blyton about her school days.
Enid Blyton’s experiences as a teacher.
A timeline of the author’s life.
Photos from Enid Blyton’s younger days.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/enid-blyton-2/


• ISBN: 9781444958614
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 256

THE NAUGHTIEST GIRL: NAUGHTIEST GIRL AGAIN
Enid Blyton

In Enid Blyton’s highly popular school series, Elizabeth Allen is at boarding school. 
She’s tried being the naughtiest pupil there’s ever been. But could she be just as 
successful at being good?

In book two, Elizabeth Allen – once the naughtiest girl at Whyteleaf School – is 
trying to mend her ways. There are so many friends to make when she makes the 
effort. But not everyone is so kind. Someone wants to spoil things for Elizabeth and 
they’re not going to let her forget how she got her nickname!

Between 1940 and 1952, Enid Blyton wrote four novels about Naughtiest Girl, 
Elizabeth Allen. Books 5-10 are authorised sequels of the series written by Anne 
Digby in 1999.

Bonus material:
A rare, complete serial story about a very special school.
An interview with Enid Blyton about her school days.
Enid Blyton’s experiences as a teacher.
A timeline of the author’s life.
Photos from Enid Blyton’s younger days.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/enid-blyton-2/


• ISBN: 9781444958621 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 256

THE NAUGHTIEST GIRL: NAUGHTIEST GIRL IS A MONITOR
Enid Blyton

In Enid Blyton’s highly popular school series, Elizabeth Allen is at boarding school 
and makes up her mind to be the naughtiest pupil there’s ever been.

In book three, Elizabeth Allen is delighted to be chosen to be a school monitor. But 
she soon finds out just what a responsible job it is. The harder she tries, the worse 
she behaves! Will the naughtiest girl in the school EVER learn to be good?

Between 1940 and 1952, Enid Blyton wrote four novels about Naughtiest Girl, 
Elizabeth Allen. Books 5-10 are authorised sequels of the series written by Anne 
Digby in 1999.

Bonus material:
A rare, complete serial story about a very special school.
An interview with Enid Blyton about her school days.
Enid Blyton’s experiences as a teacher.
A timeline of the author’s life.
Photos from Enid Blyton’s younger days.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/enid-blyton-2/


• ISBN: 9781444958638 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 80

THE NAUGHTIEST GIRL: HERE'S THE NAUGHTIEST GIRL
Enid Blyton

In Enid Blyton’s highly popular school series, Elizabeth Allen is at boarding school. 
She’s tried being the naughtiest pupil there, but now she’s got a new challenge…

In book four, there’s a new boy in Elizabeth’s class. He’s sulky and grumpy and he’ll do 
anything to show Elizabeth up. She means to keep her temper, but it’s not so easy for 
someone who was once the naughtiest girl in the school…

Between 1940 and 1952, Enid Blyton wrote four novels about Naughtiest Girl, 
Elizabeth Allen. Books 5-10 are authorised sequels of the series written by Anne Digby 
in 1999.

Bonus material:
A rare, complete serial story about a very special school.
An interview with Enid Blyton about her school days.
Enid Blyton’s experiences as a teacher.
A timeline of the author’s life.
Photos from Enid Blyton’s younger days.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/enid-blyton-2/


SECRET SEVEN COLLECTIONS NEW EDITIONS

Solve the mystery with the Secret Seven – everyone’s 
favourite detective club! This fantastic bumper collection with 
illustrations by Tony Ross.



YA



• ISBN: 9781444939040 
• Format: Trade Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 400

CONTENDER: THE CHAMPION
Taran Matharu

In a world far from our own, where enemies come in many forms, the ultimate 
battle for survival continues …

You will not want to miss the explosive final book in the epic CONTENDER 
trilogy from the bestselling author of the Summoner series.

In Taran Matharu’s The Champion, the explosive final book in the Contender 
trilogy, Cade and his friends wage the ultimate battle for their lives, and the fate of 
Earth itself, in the Game set by the cruel and mysterious Pantheon …

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/taran-matharu/




• ISBN: 9781444954777 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 400

SPLINTERS OF SUNSHINE
Patrice Lawrence

From the multi-award-winning author of Orangeboy, comes a YA road-trip mystery.

After a fun Christmas Eve decorating the tree and singing along with his mum to 
Queen, fifteen-year-old Spey wakes up on Christmas morning to find the ex-prisoner 
father he’s never met asleep on the sofa.

Then he receives a mysterious package in the post: a torn envelope filled with half a 
collage he made with his old friend Dee on her sixth birthday. Dee bounced between 
schools and pupil referral units until a tragedy meant she ended up in care outside of 
London, drawn into the world of county lines gangs. They haven’t spoken for years, 
but Spey is sure she must be in danger. He just doesn’t know where she is.

There’s only one person Spey can think of who might be able to help …
On a road trip like no other, can Spey and his dad find Dee, and will they be ready to 
confront a criminal gang together?

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/patrice-lawrence/




Non-Fiction



• ISBN: 9781445179605 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Plague: A History of Pestilence and Pandemics
Ben Hubbard

An insightful look at the history of plagues and pandemics told with fascinating archive 
art and photography.

Plague examines history's most destructive pandemics including The Black Death 
(Bubonic Plague), The Great Plague of London, the 1918 Spanish Flu, HIV/AIDS and more. 
It uses a narrative structure to describe the causes, events and eventual cessation of each 
outbreak. It features case stories of those affected, the science behind each disease, the 
physical symptoms and effects, and the different approaches to stopping or eradicating 
the diseases.

This is a highly topical book that addresses the outbreak of COVID-19. It offers a message 
of hope to those worried or affected by COVID-19. That is, that pandemics come and go, 
people have survived through them, and with each one our understanding of how to slow 
or stop them increases.

The book features illustrations and etchings from the Middle Ages and photographs from 
pandemics later in history.

https://www.hachette.com.au/ben-hubbard/








Wren & Rook



• ISBN: 9781526363893 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 224

YOU WILL BE OKAY
Julie Stokes

A comforting, practical and go-to expert toolkit for children dealing with loss and 
grief

The death of a parent, sibling or friend is one of the most traumatic experiences for 
a child and it can be hard to know how to talk to them about it. In this honest, 
comforting and strength-building guide, children will be able to look toward the 
future with hope.

Written by clinical psychologist and founder of grief charity Winston’s Wish, Julie 
Stokes OBE, You Will Be Okay is a toolbox for children navigating grief. Julie shares 
case studies of children’s stories of loss. She offers comforting and practical advice 
for coping, remembering and taking time for you. Strong emotions come and go. 
Intense sadness can flip into anger or happiness – all while trying to be ‘normal’ –
so it’s no surprise that navigating these emotions can be tricky. But she shows 
young readers that there is no right or wrong way to grieve, you just have to find 
your way. You Will Be Okay teaches children that there are many things they can do 
to build strength and resilience in order move forward with life.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/julie-stokes/


• ISBN: 9781526362124 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 192

SPACE EXPLORERS
Libby Jackson
Illustrated by Léonard Dupond

A collection of amazing real-life stories about space exploration and adventure.

Do you know the true story of …

*The first astronauts to land on the moon and were nearly stranded there for ever, 
if it hadn’t been for a felt tip pen that saved them?
*The human computers that launched NASA’s first rockets into space?
*The astronaut that trained to go to space by living in underground caves and 
completing underwater missions?

Humans have always been fascinated by the universe, but only a few have been 
daring enough to travel beyond the Earth.

From venturing into space for the first time to building the International Space 
Station in orbit, the history of space exploration is filled with peril, bravery and 
strokes of genius.

In this beautifully illustrated anthology, spaceflight expert, Libby Jackson, reveals 
the very best true stories of humankind’s thrilling journey to the stars.

Grab your space suit and jump aboard – it’s time for an astronomical adventure!

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/libby-jackson/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/l%c3%a9onard-dupond/






• ISBN: 9781526363725 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 160

IF I RAN THE COUNTRY
Rich Knight
Illustrated by Allan Sanders

‘The perfect book for our times … that young people will love (and parents will 

learn from too!).’ – Matthew Syed

Congratulations! You’ve just become the leader of your own country! There are 
a lot of decisions to be made, and not long to make them.

The good news is you’ve got your hands on this funny, fact-packed book, covering 
everything you need to know to rule effectively – no matter where in the world you 
are.

But it’s not just about political systems, elections, climate change, justice and all 
those other things we hear politicians talking about. You also need to learn how to 
lead.

With essential life and leadership skills and tips – from teamwork, confidence and 
compassion to discovering who you are and what you believe in – If I Ran The 
Country answers all the questions most often posed by first-time top dogs like you. 
You’ll be ruling like a pro in no time!

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/rich-knight/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/allan-sanders/


Indent



• ISBN: 9781526364234 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 240

UNBELIEVABLE FOOTBALL 2
Matt Oldfield
Illustrated by Ollie Mann
The ultimate gift and inspiring conversation-starter for every football-obsessed child in your 
life.

Football is the world’s favourite sport, but it’s not just the game itself that can change lives. 
Football is a source of joy, income, education, it unites people from all walks of life and has 
help nations overcome the odds. From Marcus Rashford fighting food poverty and teams 
across the world uniting against racism, to the lesser-known stories such as the little girl who 
raised £15,000 for charity by completing 1,123,586 keepy-uppies, the country that agreed a 
ceasefire in the midst of civil war just so they could watch Pele play, and even the world’s first 
ever vegan football club!
From great events that have gone down in history, to the unknown and unsung heroes, these 
are the best stories of football changing the world for the better, plus tips and tricks for how 
you can change it too!

Compiled by bestselling author Matt Oldfield, this is the second book in the award-
winning Unbelievable Football series and an inspiring, entertaining and conversation-starting 
book for football fans everywhere.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/matt-oldfield/


• ISBN: 9781526362056 
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

A CODER LIKE ME
Shini Somara
Illustrated by Nadja Sarell

Engaging illustrations and an empowering story combine to introduce young 
readers to the world of coding, computers and problem-solving.

Curious Sam has lots of questions. What is an algorithm? Could a robot be 
instructed to walk a dog? What is artificial intelligence? A day spent with Auntie Jo 
turns into a fascinating lesson in coding for Sam! They discover that the world is full 
of clever computers, find out about the language they “speak” and the brilliant 
coders who have helped us to understand it. Maybe Sam can try out some 
awesome coding projects and become a coder too?

With pages encouraging kids to try out coding for themselves and opening their 
minds to the fun things that can be created using computer code, this brilliant 
picture book written by engineer and TV presenter Dr Shini Somara unlocks a love 
of coding and computing and celebrates women in STEM.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/shini-somara/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/nadja-sarell/








Franklin Watts



NEW ADVENTURES: MY NEW SCHOOL
Tom Easton

• ISBN: 9781445159010
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Tyrone is having to move schools because his dad has a new job. He is sad and scared 
about his first day there. Will he make new friends? Will he find his way around? Will 
he like the teachers?

This story shows what happens on a first day at school and shows ways that children 
can help themselves to ease the transition.

This first experiences series uncovers the worries and fears associated with big life 
changes that young children might experience and provides reassurance by 
explaining how they might feel and shows ways that children can learn to cope with 
these feelings.

The sensitively written story provides guidance not only for children, but also for 
adults who want to help their child through these unsettling times in their lives.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/tom-easton/


NEW ADVENTURES: MY NEW SIBLING
Tom Easton
Illustrated by Charlie Alder

• ISBN: 9781445159058 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

This first experiences series uncovers the worries and fears associated with big life 
changes that young children might experience and provides reassurance by 
explaining how they might feel and shows ways that children can learn to cope 
with these feelings.

The sensitively written story provides guidance not only for children, but also for 
adults who want to help their child through these unsettling times in their lives.

Children can read the books on their own or can discuss the books with an adult. 
Notes for teachers and parents at the back of the books provide related advice and 
information to help them guide and support children.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/tom-easton/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/charlie-alder-2/


KIDS CAN COPE: BOUNCE BACK FROM DISAPPOINTMENT
Gill Hasson
Illustrated by Sarah Jennings

• ISBN: 9781445166193
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

When things don’t go the way you hoped. When plans change. When someone doesn’t do 
what they promised they would. Any of these things can trigger disappointment in 
children. In response, they may feel upset, despondent, or angry.

This book helps children learn how to deal with their disappointment. It explains how and 
why we feel disappointed, and why we think, feel and do the things we do when we’re 
disappointed. It explains how children can move past disappointment, to gain a sense of 
perspective, and to think and act more positively.

Bounce Back from Disappointment understands what’s going on for a disappointed child. It 
suggests ways in which a child can learn to manage their disappointment and get help if 
they need it. With this book, children can learn solutions that really work so that they feel 
less angry and upset, and more resilient and in control.

Each book in the ‘Kids Can Cope’ series is backed up with practical activities for the child 
to complete and discuss, consolidating and personalising learning, plus extra notes for 
parents or teachers.

Supports PSHE teaching in the National Curriculum, and encourages both self 
development and empathy for others, while fostering resilience and giving advice on how 
to seek help.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/gill-hasson-2/


KIDS CAN COPE: STEP BACK FROM FRUSTRATION
Gill Hasson
Illustrated by Sarah Jennings

• ISBN: 9781445166223
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Children experience a range of emotions but don’t always know what the feeling they’re 
experiencing is, or how to deal with it. Frustration is one of those feelings.

Children can get frustrated when obstacles get between them and what they want to do 
or have. They get frustrated when something gets in the way and keeps them from 
achieving something. Not being listened to, not understanding or being able to make 
something work. When things don’t quite go right, or when it’s not fair. These things are 
frustrating for children and in response, they can get discouraged and / or angry.

Step Back from Frustration helps children learn how to manage frustration. It explains 
how and why we get frustrated, and why we think, feel and do the things we do when 
we’re frustrated. It explains how children can learn to manage their frustration and get 
help if they need it. With this book, children can learn solutions that really work so that 
they feel less overwhelmed and upset and more in control.

Each book in the ‘Kids Can Cope’ series is backed up with practical activities for the child 
to complete and discuss, consolidating and personalising learning, plus extra notes for 
parents or teachers.

Supports PSHE teaching in the National Curriculum, and encourages both self 
development and empathy for others, while fostering resilience and giving advice on 
how to seek help.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/gill-hasson-2/
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SUPER SMART SCIENCE: QUANTUM PHYSICS MADE EASY
Vincent Tobin

• ISBN: 9781526313362
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Welcome to the wonderful world of physics!

Discover the mysteries of quantum physics. From understanding what matter is made 
of, how light behaves to the secrets of sunlight, these complex concepts are explained 
clearly and simply with the help of clear designs and illustrations. You’ll soon hold the 
keys to understanding the intricacies of light and how quantum physics is used in 
everyday life.

Super Smart Science series takes highly complex physics concepts and explains them in 
clear and straight-forward ways through the use of everyday relatable examples.

Clear designs and illustrations combined with easy-to-understand text introduce 
concepts such as subatomic particles, light as a wave and particle and other such 
scientific discoveries.

Perfect for science-mad kids aged 11 and up and those with the curiosity to delve 
deeper into the world of science.

Written by and in consultation with experts in the field of physics.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/vincent-tobin/


• ISBN: 9781526315403
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Welcome to the wonderful world of physics!

Discover the mysteries of nuclear physics. From the atom and its nucleus to the valley 
of stability and radioactivity, these complex concepts are explained clearly and simply 
with the help of clear designs and illustrations. You'll soon hold the keys to 
understanding how nuclear physics is used and what dangers and benefits it brings.

Don't let it scare you, anyone can understand anything if it is explained right and that's 
what Super Smart Science series does. Highly complex physics concepts are made easy 
to understand.

Perfect for science-mad kids aged 11 and up and those with the curiosity to delve 
deeper into the world of science.

SUPER SMART SCIENCE: NUCLEAR PHYSICS MADE EASY
Vincent Tobin

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/vincent-tobin/


A FIRST LOOK AT: DEATH: I MISS YOU
Pat Thomas
Illustrated by Lesley Harker

• ISBN: 9781526317582
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

This reassuring picture book explores the difficult issue of death for young 
children. Children’s feelings and questions about this sensitive subject are looked 
at in a simple but realistic way. This book helps them to understand their loss and 
come to terms with it.

Notes for parents and teachers at the back of the book provide valuable advice 
for how to share this book with your child or class.

Written by a trained psychotherapist, journalist and parent, and illustrated by an 
experienced children’s book artist, this is part of an acclaimed and successful 
series of picture-book non-fiction for Early Years. Books in the series give advice 
and promote interaction between children, parents, and teachers on a wide 
variety of personal, social and emotional issues. They are excellent tools for 
teachers to use during classroom discussions.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/pat-thomas-15/


A FIRST LOOK AT: CONFLICT: IS IT RIGHT TO FIGHT?
Pat Thomas
Illustrated by Lesley Harker

• ISBN: 9781526317735
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

This reassuring picture book explores questions and concerns about angry feelings and why 
people fight in a simple and accessible way. It talks about differences of opinion and beliefs, and 
touches on the way some people use bullying as a means of forcing others to accept their 
opinions. It uses everyday examples of conflict, such as those from home and the playground, to 
help children understand conflicts in the wider world. It concludes by looking at how we can 
learn to solve differences in a peaceful way.
Notes for parents and teachers at the back of the book provide valuable advice for how to share 
this book with your child or class.

Suitable for Key Stage 1 (ages 5-7), readers are taught to consider the social and moral dilemmas 
that they come across, such as agressive behaviour. Occasional prompts throughout the text give 
a chance to discuss the issue being raised.

Written by trained psychotherapist, journalist and parent, and illustrated by an experienced 
children’s book artist, this is a part of an acclaimed and successful, long-running series of picture-
book non-fiction books for Early Years. Books in the series give advice and promote interaction 
between children, parents and teachers on a wide variety of personal, social and emotional 
issues. They are excellent tools for teachers to use during classroom discussions.

‘Examines conflict at home and school and looks at non-violent ways of conflict resolution. A 
useful introduction to the topic…’ Eveninig Echo

‘The pictures in [this volume], innocent, bright and sympathetic, are well realised, and there are 
instructions for teachers and parents on the use of the book’ Books for Keeps

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/pat-thomas-15/


A FIRST LOOK AT: RACISM: THE SKIN I'M IN
Pat Thomas
Illustrated by Lesley Harker

• ISBN: 9781526317759
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

This book spells out in simple terms why people may feel threatened by racial differences, 
what it feels like to be bullied because your skin is a different colour and why it hurts 
everyone to judge people by their skin or culture. It will encourage positive acceptance and 
openness about differences and suggest ways for children to celebrate their own cultural 
heritage without belittling someone else’s.
Notes for parents and teachers at the back of the book provide valuable advice for how to 
share this book with your child or class.

Suitable for Key Stage 1 (ages 5-7), occasional prompts throughout the text give a chance to 
discuss the issue being raised.

Written by trained psychotherapist, journalist and parent, and illustrated by an experienced 
children’s book artist, this is a part of an acclaimed and successful, long-running series of 
picture-book non-fiction books for Early Years. Books in the series give advice and promote 
interaction between children, parents and teachers on a wide variety of personal, social and 
emotional issues. They are excellent tools for teachers to use during classroom discussions.

“This picture-led book is a good introduction to the issue of racism; what it means to be the 
victim or the perpetrator, how subtle racism can be, and how unfair it is to judge someone 
by the colour of their skin. A useful introduction to the topic, particularly for classroom use.” 
– Evening Echo
‘The book explores the issue of racism and deals with children’s concerns in a sensitive and 
reassuring way.‘ – Child Education

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/pat-thomas-15/

